BREEZE HI-TORQUE™

The strongest worm-gear clamp made in the world today. Increased installation torque over the SAE torque requirements for Type F worm-gear clamps. Eight screw-threads are engaged in the band simultaneously for incredible torquing drive (over 150 in.lbs.), sealing pressure, and vibration resistance.

- 5/8” (15.8 mm) band
- 5/16” (7.9 mm) hex head screw

Per SAE standard J1508 Type “HD”
Also available in 316 Stainless Steel – use HTS prefix for standard ranges and HPS prefix for extended ranges

BREEZE POWER-SEAL®

General purpose combustion engine and industrial clamps. High strength four-piece Quadra-Lock construction. Exceeds all SAE requirements. Use for all standard clamp applications.

- 1/2” (12.7 mm) band
- 5/16” (7.9 mm) slotted hex head screw
- Per SAE standard J1508 Type “F”